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Aïnura MADYLOVA  e1408657
Asiye KIYAK  e1347673
Fatma ÖZYILDIRIM  e1347830
Esin YÖNDEM  e1348168
Hüsna IŞIK  e1347566
F. Özlem KULA  e1395235
Last week, we have completely finished the implementation of the following issues: spam, SSL certification, attachment to a post, admin confirmation. We are approaching to the last weeks of the deadline for implementation and integration of our product. We are also have to do the presentation of the product to the class, our assistant, and to the instructor. We have worked related to these issues.

Esin and Özlem have worked on our project presentation. hey have prepared the power points with respect to the content of the speech. They have been overgoing the whole system if they skipped or forgotten a missing point in the security of the system. In the other words, they have thought about the security issues, but they do not have any uncovered situations. Özlem had done the presentation to the audience.

For the latest demo and final package, we had developed the user interface of the web page. Ainura has renewed of all the web pages.

Husna has done spam part for windows. She had converted the code for linux also.

Last week, Asiye was about to finish the attachment part. She had finished to implement her part and she has added her part to the write page. She has used uploadbean.jar file for attachment. All attachment are stored in a folder, that both admin of the system and users can reach to the attachment via a link. This link disables the redundancy in posts and mails of posts. Fatma has helped to Asiye in implementation part.

All of us have started to do the testing. We have done unit testing. Testing topics division is done according to the parts, which had implemented by us individually.